
THE DETERMINATION OF OPTIC ANGLE
WITH THE UNIVERSAL STAGE

Turolone A. Dolca, (Jniversity of Wisconsi.n.

Rrat*o"t

With the universal stage direct measurement of the optic angle of a biaxial
crystal by rotation from a bisectrix to one or both optic axes is frequently not pos-
sible. Berek's graphical method of determination for this case is outlined here and
modified to give greater flexibility and usefulness by the addition of a more compre-
hensive group of curves. These permit the attainment of the maximum accuracy
possible under any given set of conditions. The method involves only a few simple
rotations on the universal stage and is equally applicable to the old or new models.
Used with the rnodified instrument having two east-west axes, the new curves form
an integral part of universal stage procedure involving no graphical construction
on the part of the operator and no corrections during experimental procedure.

In the determination of optic angle with the Fedorov Stage they afford a most
valuable check whenever the complete angle, 2V, cannot be measured directly.

IwrnonucrroN

Berekl has developed a procedure for thin-section study of bi-
axial minerals on the Leitz model universal stage, an essential
part of which is the determination of the optic orientation and
optic angle. This is performed as follows: After locating the posi-
tion of the first and second optic symmetry planes, an optic sym-
metry axis is made vertical with the aid of a, stereographic pro-
jection by rotation on the north-south horizontal and the inner
vertical axes. The crystal is then turned to extinction on the outer
vertical axis. From this oriented position in which two of the optic
symmetry planes are parallel to the two nicols (i.e. north-south and
east-west) and an optic symmetry axis is parallel to the axis of
the microscope, the crystal is turned 45o on the outer vertical axis
(rotati,on 7) to what may be called the reJerence position and then
54.7o on the outer east-west horizontal axis (rotation r). FinalIy,
it is turned to extinction on the microscope stage (rotation g). For
the given value of the. angle @ a "Normaldiagramm" (Fig. 1) in-
dicates the orientation in the reference position of the optic plane
and acute bisectrix, and the approximate size of the optic angle.
To determine the latter more accurately different rotation angles

I and n of size depending upon the orientation of the optic sym-
metry elements and the value of 2V just obtained are used in
conjunction with a particular curve of a "Spezialdiagramm."

1 M. Berek, Neue Wege zur Universalmelhode: Neues Iahrb. f . Min., Geol,., und,
PoL., Beilage Band., 1923.
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9  =  4 5 "  x = 5 4 . 7 " zv
Q = Polalion on Ouler l/erflca/ hts from fxlthch'on

x = Rola/ion on Ou/er f'/l/ Horizonta/ Axts

Frc. 1. Graph for determination of optic orientation in the reference position and

of approximate slze of 2Y. Rotations 6, *, and <f are made in this order' It is used

prio.-to determination of optic sign and accurate determination of optic angle with

plate indicated.

It is to this last named step that attention is called here' For a

particular value of 2Y and a given orientation there is one curve

which will give maximum accuracy. It is represented by rotations

e and r of definite size. For any other value of the optic angle

this will not be the most accurate curve. Theoretically, therefore,

it would be desirable to have a difierent curve for every value of

2V, assuming a given orientation. Practically, of course, this is out

of the question, and also the curve of maximum accuracy often

involves so large a rotation r as to be impractical from a mechanica-

and optical standpoint. Berek has chosen, therefore, three ranges
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of 2V, and for each of these he has constructed three curves for
the three possible orientations. The accuracy of each curve is as
great as can be obtained with a rotation value of r which under
normal conditions can always be made.

There are three limitations, however, attendant upon so re-
stricted a choice. First, it is often possible in thin-section work to
make a rotation cc larger than that demanded by a given curve of
Berek's "Spezialdiagramm." Now in general, accuracy increases
with increase in * up to large values, so that it is frequently the
case that a more accurate result than is possible with the ,,Spezial-

diagramm" could be obtained were a suitable curve available.
Secondly, in immersion work the conyerse is true. Thus it is often
not possible to rotate through the angle # necessary for th\e given
curve. In such an event one is limited to the approximate result
of the "Normaldiagramm." With a curve for the maximum ob-
tainable value of a under these conditions, a more accurate result
would be obtained. Thirdly, with the "spezialdiagramm,, the value
of r must be corrected for the difference in index between the
hemisphere and mineral before the rotation is made. The index
of the mineral, however, is not ordinarily obtained until after de-
termining the optic orientation while the determination of 2V is
most conveniently made at the same time as that of the orien-
tation. ft would be more logical, therefore, for the determination
of optic angle to precede index determination rather than to
follow it.

The purpose here is to present a procedure and accompanying
curves intended to minimize these limitations on convenience and
accuracy. Five groups of curves have been plotted, of which three
apply to the orientation in which the optic plane is horizontal, and
two, to that in which the optic plane is vertical and acute bisectrix
horizontal. For the third possible orientation with acute bisectrix
vertical 2V is measured by direct reading, and no curves have
been calculated. In each of the five groups ,p has a fixed value while
r varies in two degree steps from 54" to 82o, approximately. fn
this way all three of the above mentioned limitations to the
"Spezialdiagramm" are at once removed since these two values
of * are the practical limits of the range of rotation possible on the
outer east-west axis, and the individual curves are close enough
together to allow interpolation. Thus the result of an optic angle
determination is not restricted to the accuracv obtainable with
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the t'Normaldiagramm" or "spezialdiagramm,t' and no corrections

are needed during experimental work. Furthermore, since the

relative care with which different parts of universal stage procedure

are carried out and difierences in optical properties of various min-

erals influence the relative accuracy of different curves of any one

of the five groups, individual differences in minerals and in ex-

perimental work can be compensated by correct choice of curves'

Since the introduction of the modified instrument having two

east-west axes universal stage procedure has become much more

simple and rapid. The present method of optic angle determination

is designed to conform to these recent improvements, to increase

the accuracy ol 2Y determinations, and to make them possible

under all conditions of experimental work. Its field of application

is not limited, however, to the modified instrument. With theLeitz

model (Fedorov) stage this method of optic angle determination

forms a supplementary procedure of use whenever an optic axis

cannot be brought into the field of view, and it affords a most

valuable check whenever the complete angle, 2V, cannot be meas-

ured directly.
The author wishes to express acknowledgement to Professor

R. C. Emmons for suggesting the problem and giving the greatest

help in its pursual.

Pnoceounp

The procedure recommended for use with the curves accom-

panying this paper is similar to that outlined above, but for those

not familiar with Bbrek's method the following detailed description

will be of use. There are two principal steps: first, the determina-

tion with the aid of Fig. 1. of the orientation of the optic elements

of the crystal in the reference position and the approximate size

of the optic angle, and, second, the accurate determination of the

optic angle by direct reading or by use of Plates I-V.

The first step consists of the three rotations: E:45o, x:54-7",

and d. Rotation 6 is made in either direction on the outer vertical

axis from the oriented position in which an optic symmetry axis

is parallel to the microscope and two optic symmetry planes are

north-south and east-west. After this rotation of forty-five degrees

the crystal is in the reJerence posi,tion. Rotation r is made in either

direction on the outer east-west horizontal axis' The rotation angle

of 54.7'is crystallographic, so that the actual rotation will be less
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Oprrc Pur.rr HonrzonrAL ; zV,o'-40'

2v
Q = potatron on Ou/er l/ertia/ ,4ys from gxo-1!1[

X= Polahbn on Ou/er E-14 Hon2onta/ Axb

Pr.arn I. Graph for the determination of 2V. Rotations i, r, and, <p are made in
this order. Make rotation r as large as possible up to g2". Do not interpolate be-
tween curves for r greater than 70'beyond where these curves end. rf exact rotation
r:80" is made, the dotted portion of this curve may be used. For 2v less than 15o
the curves give inaccurate results.

or more than this value depending upon whether the index of the
hemisphere is smaller or greater than that of the mineral, but the
correction can usually be estimated with sufficient accuracy for
this procedure since ordinarily the approximate index of the
mineral is known. Lastly, rotation @ is made counter-clockwise to
extinction on the microscope stage.

Using this value of S as ordinate, a point on one of the six curves
of Fig. f . is located. This gives the orientation of the optic plane
and acute bisectrix in the reference position and the approximate
size of the optic angle. ft also indicates the plate to be used in the
more accurate determination of 2V.
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I OPrtc PuNe HontzonrRL; 2V40"-60"

Q = Rolation on Ou/er l/errco/ Alis fion 8xo-4J
x= Rolallon on.Ouler f'l'l/ Horhon/a/ Ails.

Pr.am IL Graph for the determination of 2V. Rotations 9, r, and @ are rnade in

this order. Make rotation r as large as possible up to 80'. For 2V greater than 64"

the curves from r:70' to *:80" are reversed.

It is well to notice that the extinction angle @ must be read

carefully. If the value of S is near the borderline between two

different optic orientations, the following precautions are neces-

sary. If @ is near 15o or 75o, in order to be sure whether the acute

bisectrix is vertical or horizontal, direct reading should be made

as described below. If d is near 45o, in order to determine whether

the acute bisectrix is northwest or northeast, rotation r on the

outer east-west axis should be made as great as possible. An ex-

tinction value d greater than 45o will prove thatBr" is northeast,

67
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il Oprrc Pllrur HonlzoNTAL, 2V,60190"

50'

Plarn IIL Graph for the determination of 2V. Rotations 7, r, and @ are made in
this order. rn ordinary work make rotation * as large as possible up to z4'. rf crystal
is very carefully oriented and extinction is sharp, make rotation r as large as pos-
sible up to 86o.

and one less than 45o, that it is northwest. Unless these precautions
are followed in these special cases, a wrong determination of sign
may result, and in the first instance, a wrong determination of
2V. E 0 is near 30o or 60o, there is no precautionary measure other
than great care exercised in the performance of the regular pro-
cedure.

Before proceeding to the second step the optic sign is deter-
mined in the reference position, in which the orientation of the
optic plane and acute bisectrix is known. The outer east-west axis
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tV Oprrc PnruE Vtnrrcal; BxoHoRtzoNTAL; 2V0'-40'

' q = po/a/ton on Ouler l/ertica/ /vi /ron SxaJL[ 2V

x= Bofq/ion on Ouler E-y'l/ Honzon/a/ ,4,ns

Pr,ert IV. Graph for the determination of 2V. Rotationsi , r, and 'l are made in

this order. For 2V less than 30o make rotation r as large as possible up to 78'. For

2Y greater than 30o make rotation r as large as possible up to 70": For 2V less than

15" the curves give inaccurate results.

and the microscope stage are returned to the zero reading' and an

accessory plate is used. If there is any doubt concerning the result

obtained from Fig. 1, the precautionary measures above described

should be taken before determining the sign of the mineral.

After the determination of sign the acute bisectrir 0r oPtic Plan'e

30'
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V Oprrc Pmtr Vrnrrcnr, Bxo HoRrzolrrAL;2V40190.

30" 40" 50" 60' 70. 800 qoo
Q = Potatton on Outur lqrica/ AtB ,io)_tr"_*t 

* 
2V

x = Pota/lon on Outer f-l/ Honaon/a/ ,4ttt

Pr.ern V. Graph for the determination of 2V. Rotations 
-v, 

x, and, <,5 are made in
this order. The following rotations of r should be made for the various ranses of 2v

2V:80'-90',  x:48";
2V:70'-80',  r :52";

2V:50" 60',  r :62";
2V:40'-50", r:68o;

2V:60"-70", r:58';

i.s maile north-south by suitable rotation on the outer vertical axis.
If, in step one, the acute bisectrix was found to be vertical, or
horizontal provided 2V is large, the optic angle can be read di-
rectly by turning to the forty-five degree position on the micro-
scope stage and measuring the angle between extinction positions
reached by rotation from zero in one or both directions on the
outer east-west axis.

If the direct reading is impossible, which will be the case when
the optic plane is horizontal, or when it is vertical provided Br"
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is horizontal and 2v is small, the particular plate indicated by

Fig. 1 is used. for the accurate determination of 2V' As in step

orre there are three rotations:7 on the outer verticalaxisfrom the

north-south positi'on, r on the outer east'west axis, and @ to ex-

tinction oo ih" microscope stage i.n the direction opposi'te to 'p' The

values of 7 and r to be used are given in the directions accompany-

ing each plate. The extinction angle f must be measured carefully,

and it is well to average readings over 360o. With the given value

of 4 as ordinate a point is obtained on the curve corresponding to

the value of r corrected for hemisphere index' Ordinarily it will

not coincide with any of the curves given, but its position is readily

found by interpolation. The size of the optic angle is the abscissa

value of the point.

Exeupr-B

The procedure used in the determination of 2V in a particular

topaz section will serve as a specifi.c example and will indicate the

order of accuracy commonly obtainable. A crystal of topaz was

cut parallel to the base, which is normal to the acute bisectrix'

and ihe optic angle accurately determined as 66o by means of a

Fuess rotation apparatus. A section of the same crystal cut paralleL

of a prism face was oriented on the universal stage and turned to

the rlference position, that is A:45" ' Knowing the index oI topaz

to be a little less than that of the hemisphere (1'649), a rotation

r of 54o (instead of 54.7') was made on the outer east-west axis'

Tbe crystal was then turned counterclockwise to extinction through

ut u.tgl" of 22". With this value it is found on Fig' 1 that the optic

planels vertical and the acute bisectrix horizontal and northwest

in the reference position, that 2Y is approximately 65o, and that

Plate V should be used for the second step' Returning to the ref-

erence position by rotation to the zero readings on the outer east-

west axis and the microscope stage, the sign of the mineral was

determined by insertion of the gypsum plate with slow ray north-

west. A rise in color showed the mineral to be positive since the

acute bisectrix was northwest.

Byarotat ionof for ty- f ivedegreesclockwiseontheouterver t ica l
a"is, the optic plane and acute bisectrix became north-south' Re-

f"rri.rg to Ftate V it is found that for an optic angle of about 65"

rotations ?:10" and r:58o should be made' The crystal was

turned, therefore, ten degrees (counter-clochwi'se) on the outer
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vertical axis and fifty-eight degrees (south) on the outer east-west
axis. A value for f of 58'was obtained by rotating clochwise to
extinction on the microscope stage. Before using plate v the value
r:58o must be corrected. This is done by use of a Fedorov netz
here represented by Fig. 2. point o is the location of the normal
to the inner stage in the oriented position (inner east-west axis
3.5'N ; north-south axis 22"E.). poinl D is its location af ter the rota-
tion 9:10o. Point c is its location after rotating r f ifty-eight de-
grees south. The path followed is an arc convex toward the center

Frc. 2. Key to the use of the Fedorov net in correcting value of rotation r.

of the figure and the 58o is measured on the arcs of the great circles
intersecting this path. Point 6 is seen to be 22" (as measured on
the circles in the plane of the diagram) from the center along a
radial, and point-c, 57o. These two values are corrected for differ-
ence in index between the hemisphere and mineral by means of
von Fedorov's diagram.s The index of the hemisphere is 1.649.
The index to use for the mineral will be different in the two cases.

2 Albert Johannsen, Manual, oJ petrographic Method,s,pages 15and 17, sec. ed.,
McGraw-Hill Book Co., 1918.

3 R. C. Emmons, A Modified Universal lstage: Am. Minera.l., Vol. 14, pp.
441461,1929.
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For point D the high index (1.625) is used because for that position

of the normal to the inner stage Z is approximately north-south

and horizontal. For point c the mean index (1.618) is used because

in that position an optic axis is not far from vertical' Thus the

values 22.5" and 58.5o are obtained for points b' and c', respective-

ly. Measuring now the angle between b' and c', the true value,

r:60', is obtained (In Fig. 2 the distanceb'c'is greatly exagger-

ate.d).
With 58'as ordinate a point on the curve r:60o gives a value

of 64o for the optic angle. Other determinations varied an equal

amount on either side of the correct value of 66o'

Accunircv

Any analysis of the accuracy of this method of determining2Y,

aside from empirical observation, is complicated by the variability

of difierent minerals as regards sharpness of extinction in different

directions. Ilowever, this factor can to a certain extent be taken

into consideration, and a reasonably good estimate of accuracy

can be made without regard to it. Such an estimate is indispensable

to an intelligent use of the procedure.

Estimation of the effect oI sharpness of extinction upon accuracy

can at best be o.nly qualitative but is of some use' Thus, if the ex-

tinction angle @ is determined for an orientation in which an optic

axis is ,r"urly vertical, the result will not be as accurate as if d

were determined for an orienLation with the optic plane nearly

horizontal. In curves where errors in @ produce large errors in2Y,

the orientation of the optic plane and the optic axes with reference

to the axis of the microscope wiII have, therefore, great efiect upon

the accuracy of the determination of 2V.

From an examination of the curves themselves two important

sources of error are apparent: inaccurate determination of d, and

inaccurate rotation r. With reference to the first of these it is

apparent that for a curve making an angle of forty-five degrees

*itt ttr" 2v axis an error of one degree in f results in an error of
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an error in rotation * of almost one degree if rotation 7 were small.
where the curves of Plates r-v are far apart along lines parallel
to the 2V axis, small error in r gives a large error in determining
2V.

ft is necessary, therefore, in using this proctedure to keep in
mind these three factors: sharpness of extinction, relation of error
in @ to error in 2Y, and relation of error in r to error in 2V. An
example will serve best to clarify this point. If Fig. 1 indicates
that the optic plane is horizontal and 2V is about g0., plate III
is used with a value for D of 45' while lr may have any value from
50o to 86o. Obviously 50" is a poor choice since an error in d of
one degree gives an error in 2V of four degrees. For the curve
r:86o a one degree error in @ gives a half a degree error in 2V.
However, there are the two other factors to consider. First, for
r:86" and 2V:80o, an optic axis is very nearly vertical, so that
it will be difficult to determine f accurately. More important is
the fact that an errbr in r of one degree gives an error in 2V of
two degrees. Unless, therefore, the orientation of the crystal is
very good and the extinction is very sharp, less accuracy will be
obtained by a rotation of 86" than by one of 74o where an error
in r of two degrees gives an error in 2V of one degree, and where
an optic axis is less nearly vertical, even though an error of one
degree in t''gives an error in 2V of one and one-half degrees. The
relative importance of these factors in the choice of * is not easy
to determine and varies with different minerals and different work-
ers, but a general comprehension of their significance greatly en_
hances the accuracy of a 2Y determination by this procedure.

The actual accuracy usually obtained varies principally with
the size of the optic angle. In general the larger the value ol 2y,
the greater the accuracy. For an optic angle less than twenty
degrees an error of ten degrees is not excessive. For values of 2V
above twenty degrees careful work yields results within two to
three degrees and occasionally within one degree.

By direct reading an error less than two degrees is usually pos-
sible. Berek's "spezialdiagramm" contains curves for the orientation
in which the acute bisectrix is vertical, but for this case direct
reading is considerably more accurate, and no such curves are
presented here. However, if only the half angle, V, can be meas_
ured directly as is ordinarily the case with the standard Fedorov
instrument, it is doubtful whether direct reading is as accurate
as indirect except when the acute bisectrix is vertical.
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The Ioci of the curves themselves are more accurate than experi-

mental d.eterminations require. Points have been plotted every four

to ten degrees, and errors in single points are not important'

DBmvartoN oF THE CunvBs

The above outlined method for the graphical determination of

2V is based upon the fact, derived from trigonometric relationships

and the Biot-Fresnel rule of crystal optics, that for a given random

simplified.
Thus for the case in which the optic plane is horizontal' the

relation between 6 and 2Y is the following:

where

These equations
Plates I-III.

For vertical optic plane (Plates IV &V) the following equation

employed by Berek was used.

/ cos 2l cos s
sec V: , l/ sin2;+ 

-:-" 
=- .- ,- sin 24 coLg 2$

y sln' Jr sln" x

The choice of curves was made with a view to combining ac-

curacy and simplicity. It was based mainly upon graphical trials

and the curves used bY Berek.

K+K'
a : -  " "z

tan K:tan (pfV) cos r

tan K, : tan (p-V) cos r

were used in plotting the curves of Fig' 1 and


